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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
What to expect: 4 
The DS to push hard for gun confiscation. 5 
The DS to push for the Equality Act — in an effort to destroy 6 
America as founded. 7 
The DS to start a war — what's going on in Syria? 8 
The DS to posture tough on China but tread softly behind the 9 
bamboo. 10 
And the GOP Establishment to passively facilitate all of it. 11 
So, what is to be done! 12 
It's time for your brain massage. 13 
[TRUTH] 14 
Democrats have taken the Congress, the Court, and the WH by 15 
force and by farce—what will they do with their power? What can 16 
we expect, and what can we do about it? 17 
Biden is a puppet for the Deep State — he, and Kamala, are almost 18 
as much despised by the Deep State Establishment as by American 19 
Patriots. They are placeholders, figureheads — You know Obama 20 
told us his fantasy was that he could extend his control over the 21 
WH for a "third term" by being the voice in the head of a Pretender 22 
— he described it — jokingly — he would be in a "basement" 23 
somewhere, in a bathrobe, with a microphone and direct his shill 24 
through an earpiece — . 25 
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Obama told Putin to let him get through his reelection bid and 26 
after he would be much more able to accommodate the Russian 27 
leader — imagine what he will feel free to do if he can hide behind 28 
the PRETENDER PRESIDENT. 29 
You've noticed that the Demoncrats have wasted no time pushing 30 
their agenda forward — OBiden has been signing so many 31 
Executive Orders—I'll bet one penny Ashley Judd is getting 32 
concerned about the depletion of rain forests in the Congo 33 
exacerbating concerns for Bonobo, pygmy chimpanzee extinction 34 
— hehe. 35 
They — remember the show where I explained them and us. The 36 
insane and deranged children of disobedience — they — want to 37 
move quickly on the job of taking away our guns. We have a 38 
natural RIGHT to keep and BEAR arms—JESUS expressly 39 
instructed us to KEEP AND BEAR ARMS as among the things we 40 
would be required to TAKE CARE OF during HIS ABSENCE — 41 
see Luke 22:36-38. We have an inalienable GOD GIVEN RIGHT to 42 
keep and bear arms, a NATURAL RIGHT OF SELF DEFENSE and 43 
in America this right is LEGALLY PROTECTED by the HIGHEST 44 
LAW in the Land — the Constitution! But the Democrats despise 45 
GOD and LAW — they aspire to take the place of both — they 46 
want to BE GOD and define morality for everyone, and they want 47 
to BE THE LAW and control everyone by their laws. They are 48 
WICKED, and the corruptions are the fruit of their roots deep in 49 
the dark soil of the LOVE OF MONEY—I Tim. 6:10—for which 50 
they have sold their SOULS and our LIBERTIES. 51 
A man with a weapon is a citizen, and man without one is a slave. 52 
So the Devils operating in and through these children of 53 
disobedience who despise GOD, the DECLARATION and our 54 
CONSTITUTION — want to pass HR127 which would ban several 55 
types of commonly used ammunition 50 caliber and over—require 56 
gun owners to PURCHASE firearm insurance costing $800 per 57 
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year—force any one seeking to purchase a firearm to complete a 58 
psychological evaluation and a government training course prior to 59 
purchase — and submit their personal information to be included 60 
in a NATIONAL REGISTRY listing the name of the gun owner, 61 
how many guns he or she has, and even WHERE THEY KEEP 62 
THEIR FIRE ARMS. 63 
The bill bans "original equipment magazines for most self-defense 64 
firearms." 65 
Any who fail to adhere to this will be subject to 10 years in prison 66 
and fined $50k to $150k. 67 
This bill is sponsored by Sheila Jackson Lee — D. Texas. Now that's 68 
just sad! 69 
So, they want to "defund the police," and "disarm the citizens…" — 70 
they are truly the Ds. And the Puppet-Pretender President Biden is 71 
all in with these Devils—he has called for Congress to send 72 
"commonsense reforms" such as "banning assault weapons" and 73 
I'm sure he hopes these laws will get to him before he runs out of 74 
ink signing all his Executive Orders — you do remember Biden 75 
saying a president who governs by Executive Order is a TYRANT! 76 
Biden IS a tyrant! The so-called Democrat Party IS TYRANNICAL. 77 
We have NO OBLIGATION to obey the laws of TYRANTS. 78 
We have NO OBLIGATION to recognize the legitimacy of LAWS 79 
that go CONTRARY to the CONSTITUTION. 80 
It does not matter if the "CONGRESS" passes such laws, or that 81 
even a real President, and much less a PRETENDER President, 82 
signs them, and IT DOES NOT MATTER IF THE SCOTUS 83 
defends an UNCONSTITUTIONAL LAW — at the END of the 84 
Day, in AMERICA, government governs by the CONSENT OF 85 
THE GOVERNED — and there is NO way Americans voted for 86 
this, and LET US PRAY THE AMERICANS REMAINING IN 87 
THIS COUNTRY WILL NEVER, NEVER, NEVER CONSENT! 88 
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PRAISE GOD Trump never conceded — and may the PATRIOTS 89 
NEVER CONSENT! 90 
The Cheater Dems presently control the Congress, the Courts, and 91 
the WH — what will they do with their stolen power? 92 
They will come after our guns! And they will come after our 93 
freedom. 94 
Expect the DS to push the Equality Act through Congress and 95 
through the Senate — in an effort to destroy America as founded. 96 
Look, the Central Bank is really threatened by Trump and the 97 
"great awakening" of the American Patriots. Foreign influence has 98 
controlled American policy for too long. Take the 1.9 trillion dollar 99 
COVID relief bill—it's all a LIE, like everything else the 100 
ESTABLISHMENT does—less than 9% goes to Americans—the 101 
rest goes to foundations that pay kickbacks to the politicians, and 102 
to foreign government interests that, you guessed it, buy influence 103 
through campaign funding for their puppet political assets—they 104 
use these assets to manipulate the Congress, the Court, and the 105 
WH — they are the POWER driving American policy, not the 106 
PEOPLE. They STOLE our election! They must pay!  107 
Creating laws that make our elections secure is a joke if you don't 108 
enforce the laws that have been broken in the 2020 election. NO! 109 
YOU DON'T GET TO GET AWAY WITH THIS ONE! For many 110 
reasons, including the fact that CRIMINALS OBVIOUSLY BREAK 111 
LAWS. Laws are NO DEFENSE against CRIMINALS unless they 112 
are ENFORCED! Enforce the laws against the CRIMINALS who 113 
stole the 2020 election — or just shut up! And admit YOU ARE 114 
OKAY WITH THEFT SO LONG AS IT SUITS YOUR PURPOSE. 115 
I have the full text of the Bill—let me know if you want to see it. 116 
This bill codifies the immorality, the perversity, of the ragers 117 
(Ragers are those prophesied in Psalm 2 that were triggered by the 118 
arrival of JESUS CHRIST — as KING — remember, when John the 119 
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Baptist began declaring the KINGDOM OF GOD had come, the 120 
"VIOLENT began TAKING the KINGDOM BY FORCE" — The 121 
SPIRIT prophesied that when this happened, the HEATHEN (the 122 
unbelievers, those who deny that JESUS is the CHRIST (KING, 123 
LORD of Heaven AND EARTH) that they would begin to RAGE 124 
and conspire against GOD and His SON to "break their bands 125 
asunder and cast away their cords" — you see it! Any time JESUS' 126 
disciples begin affirming CHRIST'S RIGHT TO RULE IN 127 
HEAVEN AND IN EARTH — and want to follow the CREATOR'S 128 
laws and follow the CREATOR'S design in nature—these perverted 129 
people start howling, and raging. They want to replace the bands 130 
and cords of righteousness with SHACKLES and CHAINS of 131 
OPPRESSION. They are the most despicable people on this planet 132 
— they operate in China as the CCP, and America as the 133 
ESTABLISHMENT inclusive of GOP and DNC and the rest of 134 
them.) 135 
So they are advancing the EQUALITY act — which, like everything 136 
the NAZIS do, is exactly what it is NOT! This bill includes all the 137 
prior efforts by the RAGERS to destroy gender distinction, to 138 
destroy the right of free speech, and assembly—it attacks religious 139 
freedom expressly repudiating the liberties guaranteed to us in the 140 
RELIGIOUS FREEDOM RESTORATION ACT — yep. Specifically 141 
declares no provision in the religious freedom restoration act can 142 
be used in defense against accusations of discrimination arising 143 
from HR 5 — the Equality Act. 144 
This ACT of treason against KING JESUS not only denies the two 145 
genders of male and female, but makes it a crime to refuse to agree 146 
with men who insist on calling themselves a girl, and vice versa. In 147 
other words, if some guy tells you they are a girl, and on this insists 148 
he can join your wife in a public restroom, and you object—he can 149 
sue you for discrimination. Because YOU ARE JUST GOING TO 150 
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HAVE TO CHANGE THE WAY YOU BELIEVE — remember, 151 
that's what Hillary told us. (Where is Hillarity, anyway?) 152 
Of course, women's sports is destroyed by this bill—it requires 153 
women's sports programs allow biological males to compete in 154 
women's athletics. Those of you liberal gals who insisted you 155 
should be included in male sports should pause and consider! 156 
The difference is, of course, the girls are not going to ever excel in 157 
men's physical sports — but men will dominate women's sports. 158 
This destroys women's sports. In track and field, right now, men 159 
pretending to be women have taken away something like the first 160 
ten spots on the fastest times from women. The three women who 161 
used to hold records for the fastest female runners are now pushed 162 
down to something like below 11th place. 163 
This bill goes past the gender confusion nonsense and into 164 
abortion—yeah! This bill includes provisions forcing Christians to 165 
perform abortions and threatening them with discrimination 166 
lawsuits if they refuse. Just like the queers (their word, by the way) 167 
targeted Christian cake makers and wedding photographers in 168 
order to PUSH their same sex marriage agenda on those who 169 
object, the children of disobedience will target Christian doctors 170 
and nurses to perform their abortions so they can sue them.  171 
This bill requires the government to FUND abortion up to term 172 
with Taxpayer dollars—this is a sweeping bill that is clearly 173 
designed to ATTACK THE FAMILY, OUR FAITH, AND OUR 174 
FREEDOMS. 175 
It has ALREADY passed the HOUSE. Senate is next.  176 
These monstrous people want to provoke a civil war in order to 177 
justify using the government to start a "wholesale purge" against 178 
CHRISTIANS in government or in public life. 179 
 180 
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Foreign influence succeeded to gain this influence through their 181 
domestic agents whom they have helped gain political power over 182 
the United States  183 
We have NO OBLIGATION to recognize the legitimacy of LAWS 184 
that go CONTRARY to the CONSTITUTION. It does not matter if 185 
the "CONGRESS" passes such laws, or that even a real President, 186 
and much less a PRETENDER President, signs them, and IT DOES 187 
NOT MATTER IF THE SCOTUS defends an 188 
UNCONSTITUTIONAL LAW — at the END of the Day, in 189 
AMERICA, government governs by the CONSENT OF THE 190 
GOVERNED — and there is NO way Americans voted for this.  191 
PRAISE GOD Trump never conceded — and may the PATRIOTS 192 
NEVER CONSENT! 193 
What can we expect? I don't have time to go into the next two: 194 
Expect the DS to start a war — what's going on in Syria? And 195 
expect the DS to posture tough on China but bow deeply to Xi 196 
behind the bamboo, unless the Central Bankers are done with 197 
China for now. But let me speak to what we can expect from the 198 
GOP. The GOP Establishment to passively facilitate all of it. 199 
We can expect the GOP to equivocate, crawfish, do their little 200 
compromise dance with the DEVIL and SELL US OUT! They are 201 
already throwing up the white flag of surrender. The National 202 
Republican Senatorial Committee chairman, Rick Scott, has 203 
positioned himself in the dead center of the road on the 204 
controversy surrounding Trump. Lindsey Graham has unity at any 205 
price disease—criticizing Trump for bashing McConnell — What? 206 
McConnell is a traitor to the CAUSE! The GOP had better clean its 207 
own house of ESTABLISHMENT SWAMP CREATURES if it's 208 
going to have any place in American politics once the SWAMP IS 209 
DRAINED.  210 
What can we DO about this! When I get back.  211 
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Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 212 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 213 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 214 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 215 
liberty. 216 
So, NRSC Chairman Rick Scott says, "The Republican civil war is 217 
over." What does that mean? He likely means the internal conflict 218 
within the GOP over Trump. Leave it to a spineless Republican to 219 
try to declare a war "over" without declaring a winner?  220 
Here is Rick Scott's "memo to Republican voters." His little balmy, 221 
weakling hands waving the white flag just as hard as he can: 222 
“The Democrats control the WH, the Senate, and the HR. In other 223 
words, they control Washington. Looking backward won’t help us 224 
win. Let us look forward and fix our eyes on what is important — 225 
an America with plenty of good-paying jobs, and America with 226 
great schools and safe communities, an America with freedoms 227 
and liberties people around the world would die for. The only way 228 
we can lose if we stop ourselves by needlessly fracturing. Again, 229 
now is not the time. Save it for another day.” 230 
What is it about these sorts of weasel Republicans that makes them 231 
worthless in any fight? The Democrats STOLE control of 232 
Washington—they hold the Senate and WH illegally. They are 233 
holding America hostage—and your answer is, oh well, they 234 
control it, so let's look forward! Look forward to what? 235 
You are going to safeguard the election? Really??? Exactly how are 236 
you going to do that? How about we pass some laws!!! Oh yes, well, 237 
that fixes everything. THEY BROKE VIRTUALLY EVERY LAW 238 
ON THE BOOKS WHEN STEALING THE 2020 ELECTION—239 
what are your "law" going to do? Well, they had COVID. Okay, so 240 
they come up with SOMETHING ELSE NEXT TIME. Think! 241 
One answer—JUSTICE! 242 
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Their crimes must be EXPOSED and then JUDGMENT must be 243 
SWIFT against the CRIMINALS and THEN we can have 244 
confidence in our elections going FORWARD. And ONLY THEN! 245 
I'll tell you what I'm looking forward to, Mr. Scott! How about we 246 
look forward to arresting these traitors — Jim Jordan is RIGHT — 247 
election fraud is TREASON — how about we look forward to 248 
bringing these traitors to JUSTICE? How about we look forward to 249 
exposing the jackals (who prey on others in distress, who use 250 
misfortune to feed themselves—who feed on the weak and 251 
helpless—JACKALS) how about we hunt down and bring to justice 252 
these wicked JACKALS and taking up the SWORD of CIVIL 253 
JUSTICE and executing WRATH UPON THESE EVIL DOERS? 254 
How about we look forward to that? 255 
I don't want the Republican version of "don't look here," or "look 256 
the other way." NO! Jackal! I refuse to join you in throwing up the 257 
white flag and surrendering to the STEAL! 258 
Okay, now, here is the reason the Republicans always lose! These 259 
guys are losers! They lose even when they win! This is the reason 260 
we must no longer support them. We must bury the GOP — it’s a 261 
dead and rotting corpse. ANY PARTY THAT WOULD 262 
CONCEDE TO A STOLEN ELECTION AND A FRAUDULENT 263 
PRESIDENCY IS WORTHLESS TO PROTECT ANYTHING LIKE 264 
LIBERTY OTHERS WOULD DIE FOR. 265 
Why would you expect “others” to die for a liberty you HAVE 266 
FORFEIT, by default—They stole the election, Jackal — and you 267 
are part of the phalanx guarding the thief behind his steel and razor 268 
ribbon fences. 269 
Here is the reason the Republicans always lose — this is the reason 270 
we must no longer support them. We must bury the GOP — it’s a 271 
dead and rotting corpse. 272 
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ANY PARTY THAT WOULD CONCEDE TO A STOLEN 273 
ELECTION AND A FRAUDULENT PRESIDENCY IS 274 
WORTHLESS TO PROTECT ANYTHING LIKE LIBERTY 275 
OTHERS WOULD DIE FOR. Why should we expect “others” to 276 
die for a liberty we HAVE GIVEN AWAY? 277 
The ZOO Keepers want to make sure the caged animals eat, and 278 
have a nice cage to keep them alive so they can be sheared and fed 279 
upon—who cares about "good paying jobs" if we are kept in 280 
CAGES to be fed upon by JACKALS? Who cares about "safe 281 
schools" when what you give us is forced indoctrination to live as 282 
animals cages for JACKALS? And how are you going to stop the 283 
mighty Democrats you have conceded control Washington? Will 284 
you compromise with them? Will you say, give up a little freedom 285 
of speech for a little good paying job? Will you trade freedom of 286 
religion for "safe communities"? You lousy Jackal — let me tell you 287 
something. 288 
You recognize the RIGHT of AMERICANS to be FREE and they 289 
will take of creating good paying jobs and safe communities. 290 
You get out of the way of our LIBERTIES, and I'll tell you what, we 291 
will have good schools for our children—where they will learn the 292 
PLEDGE of ALLEGIANCE, and the NATIONAL ANTHEM, and 293 
to STAND in RESPECT for the BLOOD SHED TO SECURE these 294 
LIBERTIES, and we will teach them to LOVE GOD and 295 
COUNTRY to RESPECT the PROPERTY OF OTHERS, and to not 296 
hide our failures behind the excuse that it's some body else's fault 297 
— or — you know what, you get out our faces with your constant 298 
drum beat pushing racism and we will live together very well my 299 
friends! 300 
It's FREEDOM — Freedom answers all things for the God fearing 301 
patriot just like MONEY ANSWERS all things for the CORRUPT 302 
POTICIANS. It's about MONEY for them, it's about FREEDOM 303 
for us. 304 
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And it's the TRUTH that makes you free — not a bunch of satanic 305 
lies about 51 genders, our about skin color — or about global 306 
warming — or about panic over a disease no more threatening 307 
than the flu—TRUTH! Truth will FREE you from the MASK 308 
Nazis, the LOCKDOWN ruse, the EQUALITY ACT, which is 309 
nothing but an act — a boring ACT — it's boring! You have played 310 
out your hand — no cards left. IT's OVER! 311 
It's GAME OVER! 312 
Patriots — be patient! I hear the horses of heaven pawing in 313 
clouds! See their nicker, deep, and guttural, the nostrils flare with a 314 
snort, and a squeal, and their head shakes with their whinny as they 315 
rare up on two and paw the air—where the prince of its power 316 
flinches and trembles! 317 
Patriots! Don't think for a moment you are alone—there are many 318 
we SEE and are AWAKE — and who will not STAND DOWN or 319 
bow to these usurpers—these thieves—these DEVILS! 320 
And, PATRIOTS, we will prevail with JUSTICE, and LAW and 321 
ORDER will be on our side—if you still do facebook (by the way, 322 
looks like Trump is making an appeal to return to Facebook—why? 323 
I think he will give it a chance before he moves to create one that 324 
would be a viable competition with it) — so, if you still do FB, find 325 
and like the page for Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria — 326 
and set up notification so you know when I'm live streaming a 327 
VISIT — it's called COMFOR & COUNSEL FOR THE PRESENT 328 
DISTRESS — I'll talk some more about what is to be done. 329 
We need a new party — I'm okay with reviving the GOP but I don't 330 
see that happening. Did you notice that Trump has changed his 331 
logo. It's SAVE AMERICA! And I believe he has a viable plan to do 332 
exactly that. I am hoping this will be GOD's STANDARD, or 333 
BANNER that he promised to raise against the ENEMY when it 334 
comes in like a FLOOD. 335 
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[FREEEEEEEDOOOOOOM]+  336 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 337 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 338 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 339 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 340 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 341 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 342 
lights off? 343 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 344 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 345 
email. 346 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 347 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 348 


